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Outline of Presentation

■ Cooperation with China
■ Assisted China with the Appropriate Regulatory Requirements
■ Continuing to Work with China
Contact and Cooperation With China

- Encouraged China to Participate in the development ISO Standards
- Provided Best Practices Training for Standards and Regulations:
  - Global Industry Association
  - Chinese Manufacturers
  - SAC and Mirror Committee Leaders
- Assisted the Adoption of ISO Standards
- Provided On-Going Support
Assisted China with the Appropriate Regulatory Requirements

- Worked with National Manufacturers to Define the Technology Capability in China
- Assisted China Mirror Committee
  - Provided Training for Adopting ISO Standard
  - Advised on Technical Requirements in ISO Standards
  - (Mandatory Standards Are the Technical Requirements - Effective Regulations)
- Supported the Adoption of ISO Standards
  - Use ISO 20474 as the National Standard
  - Allow Some of the Technical Requirements to be Optional in the Short Term
Continuing to Work With China

- Supporting the National Standards Committee
- Training Project Leaders from China for
  - Used Machine Standard
  - Remanufacturing Standard
- Encouraging ISO Participation
- Supporting Single Global Certification, When It Is Required